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ABSTRACT 
Fractal image compression is a lossy image compression technique to achieve high level of compression while preserving the 

quality of the decompressed image close to that of the original image. The method relies on the fact that in a certain  images, 

parts of the image resemble other parts of the same image (self-similarity). Wavelet has multi frequency characteristics, and 

there is self similarity among the sub  images decomposed by wavelet. 

In this paper we show the implementations of wavelet based fractal image compression technique in which we have use the 

threshold value for reducing the redundancy of domain block and search block. We applied this technique on the numerous 

images in order to investigate the compression ratio and corresponding quality of the images using peak signal to noise ratio 

(PSNR) at d ifferent iteration levels . We also analyze the reconstructed images at different level of iterations  with threshold and 

without threshold value.  We also analyze the result of reconstructed images with and without threshold at different iterations 

using graph. 

Keywords:  fractal image coding; wavelet; MSE; Compression Ratio; Threshold value. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In 1988 M. Barnsley and Jacquin introduced the FRACTAL image compression techniques are the product of the study of 

iterated function systems (IFS). For recent years, the application of fractal image coding has become more and more popular. 

These techniques involve an approach to compression quite different from standard transform coder-based methods. Transform 

coders model images in a very simple fashion, namely, as vectors drawn from a wide -sense stationary random process. They 

store images as quantized transform coefficients. Fractal block coders, as described by Jacquin, assume that “image redundancy 

can be efficiently exp loited through self-transformability on a blockwise basis” [1]. They store images as contraction maps of 

which the images are approximate fixed points. Images are decoded by iterating these maps to their fixed points. 

Fractal coding is based on fractal geometry, it has a character of big compression ratio and a fast decoding speed, but it ca nnot 

be used for real time processing. It is its blocks searching and matching that makes its long time. As wavelet can get good space 

frequency mult i resolution, the energy main ly concentrated in low frequency sub images, and the images with same directions 

but different resolutions have self similarity, which is consistent with fractal’s nature properties. Recently, much  reaching work 

has focused on fractal coding by using wavelet. It is just at the beginning, but some research results improved this method is 

practical. The combination of wavelet and fractal is firstly proposed by Pentland and Horowitz. They wanted to find the 

redundancy of sub images decomposed after wavelet. Later, Rinaldo and Calvagno proposed a new method. First, decompose a 

image by wavelet, and then code the sub image with min imu m resolution, and predict the other sub images. Finally, we’ll fin ish 

the compression. Jin Li introduced a new method. They firstly computed the bytes of fractal predicting, and only predicted 

when economizat ion. But the methods above are all time consumpt ion, and the reconstructed images are not always good. In 

this paper we proposed a new b locks searching method based on wavelet based fractal technique in which we use the minimum 

threshold value for reducing the redundancy more and more . And then analyses the result of numerous images. Firstly, we 

transform the image by wavelet, then divide it into blocks. Before matching, we first reduce the amount of domain blocks and 

the range blocks to lessen the block pools, then following the contractive mapping transformation. 
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II.       FRACTAL COMPRESSION 

 
 

A. FRACTAL 
Fractal is a structure that is made up of similar forms and patterns that occur in many different sizes. The term fractal was  first used by 
Benoit Mandelbrot to describe repeating patterns that he observed occurring in many different structures. These patterns appeared very 

similar in form at any size although with rotation, sale or flipping. Mandelbrot also is  covered that these fractals could be described in 
mathematical terms. In fractal theory, the formula needed to create a part of the structure can be used to build the entire structure. 

 

B. PURE-FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION ALGORITHM 
 

In Pure-fractal image compression algorithm, an image is regularly segmented into two-dimensional array of B× B range blocks, 

specified by Ri,j  .  i and j identify the position of the block in the image. For each range block, a 2B× 2B domain block, specified by D 

i j, is considered in which the transformed D i j. matches R i j. If the number of domain blocks in row and column directions are specified 

by m and n. The domain block pool, Di,j  ={i= 1:m , j= 1:n }  is generated by sliding a 2B × 2B window within the original image, 

skipping δ pixels from left to right, top to bottom. The affine transformation mapping domain block into the corresponding range 

block is τ = T o S.  Here, S is an average operator which is given by Equation 1. 

 

 S(μk,l)=  μ2k,2l+ μ2k+1,2l+ μ2k,2l+1+ μ2k+1,2l+1   (1) 

 Where, k and l specify the number of each cell in a 2- by-2 block (μk,l ). And T is given by Equation 2.  

T (μk,l)= s. μ k , l  + g     (2)  

 

where s is known as a scale factor ( 0 ≤ s <1) and g is translation. Range blocks are searched among the domain pool to min imize 

the following distortion: 

 

 min |Ri-sĎj-g| = min|(Ri-ř)-s(Ďj-đ)    (3) 

 

where, g = ř − s đ ; and ř and đ are the means of Di,j  and R i, j ,and Di, j   is the down sampled version of the domain block.  

The s and g are calculated using Equations 4 and 5. 

 

S=
  ∑ (    )    (    )    (∑ (    )   )(∑ (    )   )         

  ∑ ((    )   )     (∑ (    )   )   
  (4)    

 

g = 
 (∑ (    )   )   (∑ (    )      )    

  ∑ ((    )   )  –(∑ (    )   )   
 

   
  (5) 

 

Number o f the b locks in  horizontal and vertical axes, respectively, D i j, is the domain block in the (i,j) coordinate, and R l k , is 

the range block in the (l,k) coordinate. The transformed domain block (i.e., the best approximation for the current range block) 

alled 

Fractal Code Book (FCB) as the compressed parameters. The FCB is saved as the compressed version of the original image. 

The decompression process is based on an iterative simple algorithm. It is started with a random init ial image and usually af ter 

eight iterations [10-11, 4], the decoded image is obtained. We have tested the decompression process with different number of 

iterations as well. There was however no challenge in this part. We also ran the decompression process with different in itial  

images to reach a better quality image but the outcome was with a negligible difference.  

 

 

III.  WAVELET COMPRESSION 
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           Fig. 1: Two levels Wavelet Decomposition applied on an image 

 

Wavelet Theory deals with both discrete and continuous cases. Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is used in the analysis of 

sinusoidal time varying signals. CWT is difficult to implement  and the information that has been picked up may overlap and 

results in redundancy. If the scales and translations are based on the power of two, DWT is used in the analysis. It is more 

efficient and has the advantage of extracting non overlapping  in formation about the signal. 2-D transform can be obtained by 

performing two 1-D transform. Signal is passed through low pass and high pass filters L & H, then decimated by a factor of 2, 

consisting 1 level transform, thus splitting the image into four sub-bands referred as LL, HL, LH & HH (Approximation, 

Horizontal Detail, Vertical Detail, and Diagonal Detail respectively). Further decomposition is achieved by acting upon four 

sub-bands. The inverse transform is obtain 

ed by up sampling all the four sub bands by a factor of 2 and then using reconstruction  

filter. Higher scales correspond to more stretched wavelet. [6,  7]. 

 

IV.   WAVELET-FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION    ALGORITHM 

 
The motivation for Wavelet-fractal image compression stems from the existence of self-similarit ies in  the mult i-resolution 

wavelet domain. Fractal image compression in the wavelet domain can be considered as the prediction of a set of wavelet 

coefficients in the higher frequency sub bands from those in the lower frequency sub bands. Unlike Pure-fractal estimation, an 

additive constant is not required in  wavelet domain fractal estimation, as the wavelet tree does not have a constant offset. Down 

sampling of domain t ree, matches the size o f a domain tree with that of a range tree. The scale factor is then mult iplied with 

each wavelet coefficient of domain tree to reach its  correspondence in range tree. The authors of [1] answered the question 

“why fractal block coders work” comprehensively referring the fundamental limitat ions  of the Pure-fractal compression 

algorithms [7]. Let Dl denote the domain tree, which has its coarsest coefficients in decomposition level l, and let Rl-1 denote 

the range tree, which has its coarsest coefficients in decomposition level l-1. The contractive transformat ion (T) from domain 

tree Dl to range tree Rl-1, is given by T(Di)= α x S.Di where S denotes sub sampling and α is the scaling factor.   

Let x= (x1, x2, x3, x4  coefficients of a range tree and y= (y1, y2 ,y3 ,y4 ,......, yn) the 

ordered set of coefficients of a down sampled domain tree. Then, the mean squared error is given by Equation 5. 
MSE= ||Rl-1- T (Dl) ||

2
=∑ (         )  

    (7) 

And the optimal α is obtained by Equation 8. 

  = (∑      ) 
    ∑     

     (8) 

We should search in the domain tree to find the best  matching domain  block tree for a given range b lock tree. The encoded 

parameters are the position of the domain t ree and the scaling factor. It should not be left  unmentioned that in this algorithm; the 

rotation and flipping have not been implemented. To increase the accuracy of scale factors, new scheme of Wavelet fractal 

compression is introduced. In this approach, α in contrast to the previous method which had to be calculated for each b lock tree 

individually, is computed for each level separately, hence the more α s and the better quality achieved. 

 

V. METHODOLGY FOR IMPROVING FRACTAL WAVELET COMPRESSION TECHNIQUE 
 

A. Principles of improving 

Energy of an image after wavelet transformed main ly concentrated in the low frequency sub image. According to  the human 

vision mechanism, the main v ision of people is sensitive to the low frequency informat ion, but not  sensitive to the high part. So 

we take lossless compression to the low frequency information. Previous fractal compression directly div ided the original ima ge 

into range blocks and domain b locks, then affine transform the range blocks and matches with domain blocks. Finally 

compressing and coding. However, we choose to reduce the redundancy among domain and range blocks before matching, 

because there are many similar blocks in the block pools. After this, less domain b locks will be left, and less time will be 

consumed. Here we use Mean Square Error (MSE) to judge the degree of similarity among domain and range blocks. The 

domain blocks’ algorithm is described as follows:   

 Assume threshold value= δ and assume all the flags=0. 

 Set minimum value of δ, and compute the Error, i.e. MSE of Domain Block. 

 Sequence Error from small to large. 

 Compare Error and δ, if Ei is less than δ then delete that block, then set flag=1, And save that in affine transformation.  

 If Error is not less than δ then consider the MSE with minimum value as a best match. Then repeat the previous step.  

 Further for finding out the best threshold value, first of all we set the minimum threshold value, then we vary that value in  

some range for getting the optimum result. 

 

 

After simple screened, the representative blocks will be left, the redundancies of the pool have been removed. In the same 

way, the redundancy of range blocks can be removed. As range blocks are much more important than former, the initial 

threshold should be smaller.  
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Divide a 256x256 image into 8×8 sub image blocks. If we set the step size to 8, there will be 32×32=1024 blocks. There 

will be more similar blocks after averaging 4 neighbor pixels, which makes this algorithm more practical and rational [5]. 

 

B. Transform the image with wavelet 

First of all, decompose the image with 3scale wavelet, and then process the low frequency and high frequency data separately as 

below. 

 

C. Processing of low frequency data 

Low frequency sub image occupies more than 85% of the whole sub images’ energy. It has a large amount of data, a big self  

similarity and it also contains much important information. We choose to code the low frequency sub  image with lossless 

predictive coding. Concrete steps are as follows: Transform a image with 3scale wavelet, we’ll get large low frequency 

coefficients, and they are very  close. Then  difference the coefficients of low frequency part, and code the results with  Huff man 

coding, generating the low frequency compression data. To combine the results of low frequency and high frequency part, we 

will get the coding result of original image. 

 

D. Processing of high frequency data 

Here we choose a new method. Search and match the domain blocks and range blocks whose redunda ncy has been reduced. 

Record the position of each block when reducing the redundancy, then following the fractal coding.  

 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

In this we have shown the experiments of several images with and without threshold. Below I have given the experimental 

result of image of sachin and mahi without and with threshold value. In which I have shown the variation of Peak signal to no ise 

ratio and decoding time at different iterations. Here by doing this we can conclude the best decoding time at opti mum peak 

signal to noise ratio. 

 

A. Using Fractal Image Compression Technique in Wavelet Domain without Threshold for image of 

Gurdeep 

 
In this domain we achieve the compression ratio of 85.1513 and encoding time is 109.3430 seconds  

Below we have shown decoded images at different iterations 1, 3, 5, 7. 

 

Below we have shown the table in which we show that how the PSNR increases by increasing iteration number and we can find 

the min imum decoding time at optimum PSNR.Table1 showing PSNR, Decoding Time for different Iterat ions for image of 

Gurdeep   

                                                                      ORIGINAL IMAGE OF GURDEEP 
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(a)   (b) 

 

 
(c)   (d) 

Fig3. Decoded Images at different Iterations (1, 3, 5, 7) 

TABLE 1 for gurdeep 

 
Iteration No.  PSNR  Decoding T ime 

(Seconds)  

1  22.6199  1.9220  

2  26.2271  3.3280  

3  31.1831  4.6570  

4  33.9630  6.0000  

5  34.7396  7.3750  

6  34.7396  8.7820  

7  34.7396  10.1410  

 
8  

34.7396  12.7450  

 

B. Using Fractal Image Compression Technique in Wavelet Domain without Threshold for image of Mahi 

In this domain we achieve the compression ratio of 85.1513 and encoding time is 110.2030 seconds 

Below we have shown the original image and the decoded images  of MAHI at different iterations 1, 3, 5, 7. 

 

 
Fig4. Original Image of Mahi 
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(a)   (b) 

 

 
(c)   (d) 

Fig5. Decoded Images at different Iterations (1, 3, 5, 7) 

Table showing PSNR, Decoding Time for different Iterations for image of Mahi 

TABLE 2 for mahi 

 
Iteration 
No. 

PSNR 
(dB) 

Decoding T ime 
(Seconds) 

1 20.0523 1.8440 

2 23.7026 3.3440 

3 27.9967 4.7030 

4 30.6742 6.0470 

5 31.3298 7.4060 

6 31.3298 8.7340 
7 31.3298 10.0940 

 

C. PSNR and Decoding Time for Different Images without threshold 

In this table we have shown the comparison of experimental result of two images  in  which we have shown the PSNR, decoding 

time and encoding time. 

                         

 

                                                                        Table 3 for different images 

Images  PSNR  Best Decoding 

Time  

(in seconds)  

Encoding 

Time 

(in seconds)  

Gurdeep 34.7396  7.3750  109.3430 

Mahi  31.3298 7.4060 110.2030  

 

D. Using Fractal Image Compression Technique in Wavelet Domain with Threshold for Image of Gurdeep 

In this domain we achieve the compression ratio of 85.1513 and encoding time is 7.1880seconds 

Below we have shown the original image and the decoded images of MAHI at different iterations 1, 3, 5, 7. 
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(a)   (b) 

 

 
(c)   (d) 

 

                                                            

                                                           Fig6. Decoded Images at different Iterations (1, 3, 5, 7)  

                                                                              TABLE 4 for image of gurdeep 

 

Iteration 

No. 

PSNR 

(dB) 

Decoding Time 

(Seconds) 

1 22.6199 2.4220 

2 26.2271 4 

3 27.5891 5.5000 

4 27.8941 6.9850 

5 27.9297 8.5470 

6 27.9297 10.0780 

7 27.9297 13.8910 

8 27.9297 13.9090 

 

E. Using Fractal Image Compression Technique in Wavelet Domain with Threshold for Image of Mahi 

In this domain we achieve the compression ratio of 85.1513 and encoding time is 7.8590 seconds 

Below we have shown the original image and the decoded images of MAHI at different iterations 1, 3, 5, 7.  
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(a)   (b) 

 

 
(c)   (d) 

Fig7. Decoded Images at different Iterations (1, 3, 5, 7) 

Table showing PSNR, Decoding Time for different Iterations for image of Mahi with threshold value 

                                                                            

                                                                          TABLE 5 for image of mahi 

 

Iteration No.  PSNR (dB)  Decoding Time 

(Seconds)  

1 20.0523 1.9370 

2 23.7026 3.3130 

3 24.7575 5.2030 

4 24.9036 6.0470 

5 24.9158 7.3440 

6 24.9158 8.8440 

7 24.9158 10.1880 

8 24.9158 11.1880 

 

F. PSNR and Decoding Time for Different Images with threshold 

In this table we have shown the comparison of experimental result of image in  which we have shown the PSNR, decoding time 

and encoding time. 

 

Table6 for MAHI   

Images  PSNR  Best Decoding 

Time  

(in seconds)  

Encoding 

Time 

(in seconds)  

Mahi  24.9158 7.3440 7.8590 

 

G. Graph between PSNR and Iterations with and without threshold for Mahi 

This graph showing the relation between PSNR and iteration with threshold and without threshold.  

In this it  is shown that if we use the threshold PSNR value becomes constant on low value and on low number of iteration. And 

if we do not use threshold value then in that case PSNR value becomes constant on higher value.  
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Figure8. Graph between PSNR and Iterations 

 

VII. Comparison of our proposed technique with JPEG compression technique  

Here we have shown the comparison of wavelet based compression technique and JPEG compression technique. In JPEG 

compression technique we get very low compression ratio while in case wavelet based fractal technique we achieve very high 

compression ratio. And in case of Peak signal to noise ratio, JPEG has little edge on this, but it does not affect very much. 

Because PSNR in case of fractal is nearby of JPEG technique.  Init ially JPEG also has very low encoding and decoding time but 

in case of wavelet  based fractal technique we also achieve very low encodin g time by using threshold value by reducing the 

redundancy in matching of domain block and range block. 

Table7 for mahi and gurdeep 

Images  PSNR 
For 

JPEG  

PSNR For 
Wavelet 

Based Fractal  

Compression 
Ratio For 

JPEG  

Compression 
Ratio Wavelet 

Based Fractal  

Mahi  34.978  24.9158 63.635 85.1563  
Guedeep 33.574  23.0327  66.556 85.1563  

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we evaluated wavelet  based fractal image compression technique with and without threshold value. And shows 

various threshold values to get the Encoding/Decoding process as faster as possible, that's exact ly the point where it fallen  

below the JPEG standard. In this paper we also analyze PSNR values for numerous images at various iteration levels .  
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